Constituent Name

**Champions - ($20,000.00 + )**
- Anonymous (3)
- Carl & Charlotte Van de Waa Estate
- Department of Transportation
- Deloris Dow
- East River Electric Power Coop
- First PREMIER Bank/PREMIER Bankcard
- Bobby Garone
- Henry Carlson Co.
- LifeScape Ambassadors
- Judith B. Olsen Estate
- Lester Oppelt Estate
- Ruth Ludgate
- Diane Ludgate-Love and Steven Love
- John and Cathy McCarthy
- Missouri River Historical Development
- Norman Christensen Estate
- Paul Yaffe Originals
- Ray Hammer Estate
- Sammons Financial Group
- Sanford Health
- Scottish Rite Foundation
- South Dakota Community Foundation
- South Dakota Elks Association
- Steve and Angela Watkins

**Leaders - ($10,000.00 + )**
- Anonymous (3)
- Avera Health
- Dale Christensen
- DQ Grill & Chill/Fourteen Foods
- First National Bank in Sioux Falls
- GCC Rio Grande
- Orlan Hayward Memorial Trust
- Roger Hexem
- Rick Hoffman
- Hot Stuff Pizza/Orion Food Systems
- JP's Peace, Love & Happiness Foundation
Constituent Name

Donald Lamberti
William Locke Beach Trust
Mary C. Wagner Estate
Metalsport Wheels Inc.
Risk Administration Services
John and Kay Rozell
SilverStone Group Incorporated
Thelma F. Richards Estate

**Advocates - ($5,000.00 + )**

Dan Abrams
Allstate
Anonymous
Scott Becker
Ty Bennett
Blue Rock Bar & Grill
Larry J. Borneman
Lauren and LaDonna Christensen
John and Gloria Christner
Citibank (South Dakota), N.A.
CorTrust Bank
Dan and Mary Culey
First Bank & Trust N. A.
FX Promotions, Inc.
Great Western Bank
Grey and Carleigh Lampkin
Kyle and Brenda Mussman
Myrl and Lois Unzelman Family Fund of the SFACF
John Nims
Rudy Navarrette's Tex Mexican Food

**Believers - ($2,500.00 + )**

Adolph Staudenraus Trust
Alick Properties
Mike and Dawn Avila
Jerilyn R. Birnie
Black Hills Energy
Ruben Brown
Constituent Name

CNA Surety
Elks Lodge #2084 Rodeo
The Esther Rothermel Anderson Estate
Coe & Dorothy Frankhauser Trust
Houston Haugo Family Endowment of the SFACF
Susan and Dennis Helder
John and Deb Holley
John Burns Construction Company
Chris Keller
Jim and Madonna McQuisten
Joe Mielke
Jason Mook
Steven and Sarah Sarbacker
Bruce and Connie Siegal
T. Denny Sanford Fund of the SFACF

Inspirers - ($1,000.00 + )
AARP South Dakota
Alexion Pharmaceuticals
Anonymous (3)
Bob and Karen Appelwick
Thomas Barlow
Basin Electric Power Cooperative
Geoff Best
Tom Boyko
Mike and Lois Broderick
Tom and Linda Bunkers
Darrell Butterwick
Greg Carter
Lon Clemensen
Janet and Dan Costello
Nick and Lexis Cramer
Davenport, Evans, Hurwitz & Smith, LLP
Scott DeKok
Dirty Rotten Bikerfest
EB and Rosella Morrison Estate
Dalliss and Marion Englund
Fidelity Brokerage Services, LLC
Brent Fraser
Julie Gehm
Robert E. Gruber
Constituent Name

Kathy and Wayne Hammond
Pat and Carolyn Healy
Henkel Foundation
Henry Carlson Co
Bill and Carolyn Hinks
Interstate Office Products, Inc.
Vicki L. Isler
Jeffrey and Mary Jo Murray Charitable Fund of the SFACF
Lawrence Jensen
Genevieve Johnson
Councilman Richard and Donna Kiley
Kitty Kinsman and Steve Zellmer
Dan and Arlene Kirby
Jerome and Nancy Lammers
Lee Raines Charitable Fund of the SFACF
Legends For Kids Youth Foundation
Lon Clemensen Charitable Fund of the SFACF
Donald and Bonnie McCleerey
Michelle McCleerey
Metabank Payment Systems
Holger and Jasmin Mohr
Joe T. and Cheryl Moore
Mountain Man Nut & Fruit Co.
Tony and Julie Mullen
Jeff and Trudiann Nelson
Nooney & Solay, LLP
Northwestern Energy
Mary Olinger
Pennington Title Company
Physicians Care Sanford Clinic Community Service Committee
Lee and Tom Raines
Diana Renner
Robert D. Rickel
Bill and Judie Roberts
Rock County Red Arrow Fund
Dan Rognsvoog
Salem Reformed Church
Scheels All Sports, SF
Jason and Kimberly Schoolmeester
Scott Peterson Motors, Inc.
Constituent Name
SDN Communications
Marlene and Patrick Sheely
Smit Family Farms, LLC
Paul Stewart
Howard and Janet Stubbins
Michael Sweeney
Deane and Connie Teut
Jim and Shelly Thonet
Gerald and Alexis Tracy
Fred Van De Perre
Vern Eide Motorcars
Chad and Ginger Wells
Greg and Sandy Wick
Beth and Greg Wilcox

Encouragers - ($500.00 + )

Rick Aldrich
Amazon Smiles
Kameron Amstutz
Lisa and Chris Amundson
Anonymous
Dr. Rodrigo and Kim Baltodano
Bar-Sto Precision Machine
Carlos and Danielle Becerra
Kathy and Randy Becking
Donna Bennett
Chuck and Joanne Bennis
Mark and Robin Berg
Mary Beth Blauwet
Border States Electric Supply
Paul and Julie Bruflat
Castlewood Consolidated Fund
Mick Cawthorn
Brad and Cindy Chandler
Mark Christiansen
Classic Corner Convenience Store
Ike and Deb Cowger
Critter's Bar and Rosken's Dakota Pizza
Dakota Rio/Chevys
Rick and Barb Disanto
Enclose Manufacturing
Constituent Name

Pat Erpenbach
Evans, Haigh & Hinton, LLP
Dr. Lawrence and Gayle Fenton
First Interstate Bank
First Lutheran Church Women
Todd and Diane Friese
Stanley and Carol Gage
The Ghost Bonnets Motorcycle Club
Kim and Jim Haiar
Hansen Manufacturing Corp.
Patty Harriman
Marsha Heath
Coca-Cola Bottling Company High Country
Urban Hirsch, III
Douglas R. Hoops
Hope Lutheran Church WELCA
Sandy Horst and Steve Isaacson
Erin and Jeff Horstmeyer
Ashley Hoss
Hymen and Nila Pitts Fund of the SFACF
IES Commercial, Inc.
Iowa Bath Solutions
Judy and Andrew Jensen
Dennis and Beth Johnson
Donald and Phyllis Joyce
Elmer and Charlene Kruger
Norma B. Kruger
Lloyd Companies
Beverly K. Luke
Bill Mann
Randy Marten
John and Gail McFarland
Jenette and Neal Merrill
Moda Stone
Monarch Sales
Dean and Sarah Oachs
Jan and David Osborn
Dr. Josh Pauli
Kevin and Janice Paulson
Jeff and Lori Petersen
Constituent Name

Amy Preator
Jamie Richardson
Anne Rieck McFarland and Dennis McFarland
Rodney Roberts and Donna Fulgham
Ann and Keith Schaefbauer
Scheels All Sport, RC
James R. Schultz
Lauren, LaDonna and Paul Christensen of the SFACF
Mark Shadley
Paul Shadley
Marvin and A.J. Sherrill
Sioux Falls Audiology Associates
Matt Smith
Leo Spinar
St. Michael Parish
Trish and Robert Swanhorst
Tenfold Foundation
Gene Thompson
Kristin and Ryan Tuttle
Tammi Waltjer-Haverly and Jon Haverly
Donna Weinacht
Jessica and Todd Wells
Doug Wibbing
Jody Willis
Stephan and Tavia Wilson
Xcel Energy
Michelle and Dustin Zubke

Partners - ($250.00 + )
Laurel Abraham
Adwerks Inc
Chad and Dr. Laura Aeschlimann
Francesco Agnoletto
Nick Anastaskos
Anonymous (4)
Architecture, Inc.
Avera Heart Hospital of South Dakota
Heidi and Scott Bakke
Jay Bartz
Robert and Carolyn Bauman
Mike and Suze Bayne
Constituent Name
Matt and Colleen Beckdolt
Joe and Nancy Becker
Stephanie Bents
Scott Berg
Susy and Dr. Jerry Blake
Mark Braaten
John E. Brockelsby
Sandra and Larry Broesder
Marlene and Michael Bryar
Builders First Source
Randy Byers
Joann Carlson
Melissa and Nicholas Carrier-Damon
Century Business Products
Gudiseva Chandrasekher and Sailaja Dasetty
Weston Chapman
Mary and Dave Clark
Dr. Dennis and Joan Clarke
Carrie Congdon
Randy and Linda Cundy
Dacotah Bank
Dante and Sherry Deguara
Jesse and Josalyn Deurmier
DGR Engineering
Karl and Ruth Dunkle
Dennis and Amy Dykstra
Richard Elmen
Scott Engel
Ernie Farabella
Farmers & Merchants Coop Oil Co.
Farmers & Merchants State Bank
Gayle and Todd Finn
Kathy and Bob Fitch
Jodi and Jim Fleming
Alicia Fonder
Daniel Fouberg
Freda B. Lemke Fund of the SFACF
Frisbee Plumbing & Heating
Matthew and Carin Froehlich
Galvanizers, Inc.
Constituent Name

Gordon Garrow
Brent Gunter
Jay Haaland
Judy and Jack Hamilton
Marlys Harper
Jeff and Sheila Hazard
Jean and David Hicks
Kenny Hill
Joyce Hommes
Susan Hood
Jack and Gina Hopkins
Joyce and Larry Horstmeyer
Faye Howell
Jerry's Electric
John and Lisa Griffin Family Endowment of the SFACF
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Pam Johnson
JT Trucking, Inc.
Keg Lounge
Gloria and Larry Kindopp
Knights of Columbus - Marquette Council Building Association
Bob Kolbe
Dr. Rick and Kathy Kooima
DeLyle and Wendy Kruger
Monica Kruger
Earl Levere
Valerie Lewton
Scott and Letti Lister
Lou and Helen Madsen Fund of the SFACF
Mahlander's, Inc.
Bill and Jan Marlette
Christiane Maroun and Raed Sulaiman
Kimberly Marso
John and Naomi Massa
Bob McIrney
Bethany McKenzie
Peggy and Gary McKeown
Larry and Dorothy Meyer
Daniel and Linda Mickalowski
Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Constituent Name

Shawn and Stephanie Miller
Don Modica
Matt and Amy Moyer
Brenda L. Mueller
Jason and Edie Mueller
Debbie Nelson
Kameron Nelson
Charles Nesdahl
Kathy Newberg
Nielsen Realty Group, LLC
Janna Nolmans
Jeanie O'Bryan
P. Daniel And Laura Jo Donohue Charitable Fund of the SFACF
Kevin and Crystal Page
Miles and Natalie Paschini
Matthew and Karine Paulson
Ronald and Judith Person
Terri Peterson-Henry and Scott Henry
Tyler Pickner
Larry and Cathy Piersol
Power System Engineering, Inc.
Marlene and Donald Rabenberg
Racom Corporation
Mark and Linda Ramsey
Gloria and Kenneth Reed
Don and Linda Rensberger
JR and Kelly Riley
Sands Drywall, Inc.
Sirumugai Saravanan and Malarvizhi Natarajan
Sayre Associates, Inc.
Scott Jacobs Studio
Ralph Scoular
Shollenberger, Januzzi & Wolfe, LLP
Francis Sieverding
Sioux Empire Combined Federal Campaign
Jocy Smith
Jon and Pam Soderholm
Marion Sorlien
Leonard H. Johnson Endowment of the SFACF
South Dakota Division of Banking
Constituent Name

Kory Souza
Special Olympics of South Dakota

St. John's Lutheran Church WELCA
Steffes Group
Sunshine Foods
Ken Thomas
Todd Thurston
Jason Tinklenberg
Skeeter and Marie Todd
Mike and Patty Tritz
TRUiST
Mark Turcotte
Joyce Uhe
Montannah Utterback
Charles and Beverly Van Hofwegen
Emily Van Meekeren
Sherry and Kelly VanMeter
Lisa Vogt
Mike and Candy Wagner
Cindy Walsh
Rick Ward
Weave Got Maille
William Webb and Tracy Dahl Webb
Daniel Webster
James and Nancy Weiland
Karin L. Wiese
William Hanks Estate
Dawn Williams and Donnie Smith
Linda Williams
Woods, Fuller, Shultz & Smith, PC
Z'Mariks

Supporters - ($100.00 + )
Aaron C. Studer, DDS, PC
Caitlin and Nick Abbas
Cynthia Adams
Bill Aeschlimann
Vickie Aeschlimann
Megan Aesoph
Jessica and Mekonnen Afa
Peter and Berit Andreone
American Legion Auxiliary
Constituent Name

American Legion Post 171
Amert Construction Co., Inc.
Darlys Anderson
Nancy and James Anderson
Rhon and Sarah Anderson
Anonymous (8)
Jenni Antonson
Assist Financial Services
Ayres Associates, Inc.
John Baker
Albert Bandura
Latonia Barbour
Jill and Colin Barron
Janice Bartels
Natalie Bartling
Amanda Barton
Janet and Brian Bartscher
Christa Bauman
Holly Beaty
Joe Becker
Mary Lee and Leonard Becker
Jerald and Cheryl Beckler
Valarie J. Beckstrand
Charles Bennett
Albert and Pauline Benoit
Margarita Bent
Dalton Benter
Benton Lutheran Church Women
Jared Bergerson
Don and Leona Bierschbach
Elaine and Rolland Birkestrand
Josh and Neisha Bjorklund
BKBM Engineers
Kathy and Doug Blomker
Kim and Michelle Boever
Shelly Bohy
Ronnie and Sherri Bowman
Boyd Law Firm, Prof. LLC
Robert Bray
Constituent Name

Jennifer Breum
Brent and Peggy Brown
Pam Brown
Tim and Kelli Brown
Henry and Barbara Buitenbos
Amber Bun
Stanley and Shirley Burgers
Michelle Burggraff
Dr. Howard W. Burns
Sandra Burns
Jessica Byre
Terry Campbell
Ramie Carder
Glen and Anna May Carlis
Paul and Phoda Carpenter
Mike and Toni Catalanotto
Charles Mix Electric Association, Inc.
Monica Christensen
Brenna J. Christiansen
Cheray J. Christiansen
Kathy and Durwood Clauson
Clay Union Electric Coop
Julie Clouse
Bill and Peggy Cone
Sandra Cope
Tonya and Charles Courtney
Chuck Cox
Randal Cramer
Robbie and Emily Cundy
James Cunningham
D.A. and C.C. Brechtelsbauer Benevolences of the SFACF
Dacotah Bank
Janis and Dail Dailing
Dakota Auto Parts
DakotaLand Transportation, Inc.
Daniel H. Grider
Melissa Davis
Robert Daws
Melanie and Aaron DeBates
Julie DeBoer
Constituent Name
Tisha and Greg DeGross
Doug and Peggy Deis
Betty DeLay
Tyler Demers
Patrick Derrick
Colleen and Douglas Deutsch
Susan Deutsch
Lora DeWald
Abby Dezell
Sarah Dickes
Regina Dixon
Lynne and Patrick Donovan
Irma Dornbusch
Don and Mary Dorsman
Megan Dowling
Trent Dowling
Bonnie S. Dykstra
Gary and Nancy Dykstra
Kira and Joe Dylla
Dynotune Speed & Performance, LLC
John Dyvig
East River Federal Credit Union
Eco Tree and Brush Clearing, LLC
Edward Jones
Dawna Eiesland
Dan and Dana Eisenring
Diane Engbrecht
Erin Enos
Jan Enright
Darlys Erbe Anderson
Julie and Dr. David Ermer
Kay Farris
Brenda Ferguson
Lori and Steve Finnesand
First Madison Insurance, Inc.
First Rate Excavate, Inc.
Ann Fischer
Deb Fischer Clemens
Fishback Financial Corporation
Kristine Fitzgerald
Constituent Name
Matthew and Gretchen Fjerkenstad
Stacy and Tim Flahaven
David and Sharon Flynn
Debra Foster
Arlin and Lou Ann Franken
Fresh Farms, LLC
Shawn A. Frewaldt
Friessen Construction, Inc.
Frontier Bank
Royce and Kathleen Gailey
Robert and Lisa Gale
Kathie and Larry Garner
Mary Kay and Bill Garry
Mary Gasper
Judy and Glen Gauvin
Karin Geiger
Yale and Judy Gelfant
James and Michelle Geraets
Melanie and Jerry Gillespie
Cindy Glaser
Global Polymer Industries, Inc.
Ojulu Gora
Anne M. Gormley
Grant and Anne Gormley
Terry Gosmire
Nanci Granahan
Patricia and Jeff Grieme
Robert and Marian Grode
Staci and Nathan Grummert
Shirley Gustin
Debra Haas
Melles Habtemariam
Cheryl Hackrott
Chad Haeder
Alex S. Halbach
Dan Hall and Anne Wudel-Hall
Carolyn Hanisch
Phyllis Hanisch
Denise Hanten
Rick Hartley
Samantha Haugen
Constituent Name

Jan Haugen-Rogers and Roy Rogers
Chuck and Robin Haugland
Leah Hawe
Tami and Jeff Hayzlett
Heartland Consumers Power District
Edward Henningsen
Cliff and Lynne Hills
Angie Hilo
Barb Himmel-Roberts
Amy and Jeff Hoekstra
Mary and Steven Hofman
Christine Hoglund
Susan M. Holm
Micheal and Esther Homandberg
Honey Baked Ham Co. & Cafe
Honeyfund
Randy and Eileen Horn
Brook and Darcie Horstmeyer
Marietta and Robert Hoskins
Lee E. Hull
Kevin and Jacqueline Humke
Helen J. Husman
Steve Hutchins
Dr. Lowell and Norma Hyland
Immanuel Lutheran Church
Immanuel Lutheran Church Women
Jessica Immeker
Morri Irvin
Bruce and Linda Iwerks
Jacquie's Fund of the SFACF
Nanci Jahn
Scott and Rosie Jamison
Mike and Robin Jaspers
Teri and Kevin Jaspers
Amy and David Jensen
Linda Jensen
Lyle and Ramona Jensen
Heather Jeratowski
Chris and Katie Jibben
Bob Johansen
Constituent Name

Megan Johnke
Daphne and Paul Johnson
Dean and Diane Johnson
Elizabeth Johnson
Russell and Debra Johnson
Tim and Barb Johnson
Tony and Melissa Johnson
Jones Family Eyecare, LLC
Dennis and Kristi Jons
Kim Jorgenson
Julie A. Kafka
Janet Kahler
Kelsie Kallhoff
Thomas and Ruth Kaspar
Michael and Ann Marie Keene
Luann M. Keifer
Crystal Kelley
Keppen Construction
Andrea Kerkvliet
Darleen Kern
Clare Kerr
Ed Kerr
Darcie Kettwig
Maryline Khan
Joy Kingsley
Keith and Joann Kinsey
Harold Kix
Nathan Kjerstad
Glenna Klaassen
Jerry and Judi Klein
Linda Mae M. Kleinsasser
Aleksandra Klim
Britney Knell-Hellman
Darcie and Robert Knight
Robert and Eunice Knight
Knights Of Columbus St. Mary's Council
Eric Knock
Arnis and John Knutson
Jon Knutson
Megan Knutson
David Kocak
Constituent Name

Gil and Dorothy Koepsell
Judith Kolander
Mamery Kone
Ilhami and Anne Konur
Tina Konz
Greg and Daneen Koppman
Nicole Koskovich
Dale Krommendyk
Darin and Deana Kruger
David and Nancy Kruger
Katie Kruger
Maggie Kruger
Becky Kurth
Dick Lahn
Amy and Scott Laible
Ami Lapham
Tony and Kelli Larimer
Larry Green, DDS
Larson Data Communications
Donald and Donna Larson
Kathryn Larson
David Keating and Lori Larson Keating
Sarah and Jeff Larson
Steven L. Larson
Christine Lebeda
Gordon and Wyona Lefers
Kila and Bob LeGrand
Kathleen and John Lentz
Jessica Letze
Suzanne Lien Gabrielson and Richard Gabrielson
Patricia and Craig Lloyd
Amber Lopez
Dan and Becky Luke
Steve and Roxanne Lynch
Paul Lyons
Mark and Denise Maas
Nancy and Rick Mabry
Steve Mack
Madison Discount Liquor
Linda Malamy
Constituent Name

Manitou Group
Rob and Kelly Marshall
Karen McCrea
Judy McDougle
Gene and Susan McGowan
Cal J. McKeown
Marie McKittrick
Ardyce McManus
David and Gwen McQuisten
Toni Meile
Lori Melemseter
LaDell and Donald Mertens
John and Sharron Metli
Randy Meyer
Jennifer and Aaron Miller
Paul and Susan Miller
Kim Minne
Robin Minor
Rick and Dawn Misar
MKT Properties, LLC
Dianne Moen
Jessica Mogill
Sharon Moon
Dennis and Nancy Moore
Donald Moore
Beverly Morris
Todd Naber
Colleen Nath
Duane and Lois Nearman
Tim Neises
Elaine Nelson
Stacey Nelson
Kenneth and Karen Newman
Dennis Noding
Valentin Nolmans
Darryl and Tracy Nordquist
Northern Electric Cooperative
Shelby Noteboom
Nurnberg Funeral Homes, LLC
Oahe Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Constituent Name
Duane O'Connell
Robert and Kristine O'Connell
Bob and Karla O'Connor
Jeff and Lorrie Okerlund
Dennis and Linda Olsen
Josh Olson
Paul and LaVerne Olson
Bonnie and David Omdahl
Cherie and Don Ortman
Our Savior's Lutheran Church
Julie M. Oxner
Evan and Angela Palmer
Samuel and Elisha Palmer
Matthew and Kathryn Parker
Clay Payer
Sarah Pazour
Carol Peach
Margie Peters
Miranda and Neal Petersen
Carol and Kent Peterson
Sabrina Phillips
Noel Piper
Melissa and Nathan Pitz
Jan Poppenga
Megan Potts
Suzanne Preszler
Jerry and Dana Priebe
Kristi Prince
Katherine Pudwill
Adam Pugh
Qdoba Mexican Eats, RC
Sandy Radin
Amy and Derek Radke
Ramkota Hotel - Sioux Falls
Debora Ramm
Simon Rate
Todd and Lori Rath
Rick and Suzanne Rauschenbach
Reach Church of the Nazarene
Jill Reinesch
Constituent Name

Dr. James and Deb Reynolds
David and Jerrilyn Richter
Elaine Rietz
Right At Home - In Home Care & Assistance
Ryan Robinson
Darlene Robison
Jason Roehrich
E. Terry and Dianne Roisum
Amy Rollinger
Dan and Twila Roskup
William and Vicenta Rossing

Lois Rossum
Jacki and David Roy
Iris and James Rydell
Sue Saarloos
Mary Sacco
SAE Warehouse, Inc.
Miguel Samaniego
Linda Sampson
Lisa and Randy Sarker
Linda and Doug Schalekamp
Shelly Schedewitz
Larry Schelzi
Alexandra and Nathan Schema
Matthew Schlechter
Becky Schmitz
Kim Schneider
Craig and Nancy Schoen
Lisa and Jason Schofield
Katie Schoon
Mindy and Jacob Schroedermeier
Terry and Patricia Schulte
Paul and Marilyn Schultz
Josie Schumacher
Roland and Charlotte Schwab
Laurie and Merlin Schwartz
Tony and Judy Schwartz
Gregory and Melissa Schweiss
Ann and Richard Sehr
Pearl M. Severson
Constituent Name

Dean Shadley
Tom Sharpee and Jeanne Anson
Rebecca and Dallas Shearer
Michelle Siert
Siouxland Community Foundation
Brian and Betsy Sittig
Holly Sjovall
Harold and Doris Slinden
Rebecca and Shane Sluiter
Lori and Steve Smith
Nicole Smith
Happy Smith
Barry and Carol Solomon
Andrea Soto
Patrick and Kristi Soukup
Southeastern Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Elaine and Duane Spader
Ray and Ann Marie Spellman
Tony Sportelli
Jodi and Kenneth Sproles
Spur Creek Saloon & Ranch
Brandon Stackenwalt
Linda and Dave Stadheim
Jeanette Stadtfeld
Rebekah Stallings
Christine and Hans Stephenson
Jamie and Randy Stewart
Lloyd Stivers
Crystal St. John
Jodi M. Stowell
Donita Stubbe
Charlene Swanson
SweetGrass Inn/Shipwrecks Bar & Grill
Matt and Mali Teller
Harlan and Rita Temple
Pennie Tesch
The Balloon Guy - Harold Podhradsky
Clarion Thormodsgaard
Thurman, Comes, Foley & Co., LLP
Audrey and Dave Tinklenberg
Constituent Name

Eugene and Delores Tjarks
Timothy Tracy
TranSource Truck & Equipment, Inc.
Andy Traub
Blair and Linda Tremere
Merle Tschakert
Kelli Tucker
Adam and Linda Uithoven

Unique Signs, Inc.
Kajal Urwan
James and Barb Valer
Jennifer Van Berkum
Colleen Van Meter
Eileen Van Soest
Joe and Judy Van Tol
Sarah Vandewerken
Stephanie Vangelder
Nan and Keith Venhuizen
Mick and Sherry Visser
Jason Vitakis
Brian and Patty Vognild
Brook Voorhees
Jacob Wagner
Curly Waugaman
Roger and Michele Weber
Greg and Karen Weeldreyer
Rebecca and Eric Weeldreyer
Thomas and Dr. Robin Weiner
Roberta Weiss
Wellmark Foundation
Melanie Westin
Cherelle Whitfield
Marvin and Elaine Wieman
Daniel and Stefanie Wieme
Beth Wienhold
John Williams
Lisa Williams
Marilyn and Jan Winter
Bryan and Jennifer Woods
Mike Woodyshek
Deb Worth
Constituent Name

Scott Yenne
Nicole Yost
Rob and Tifffany Zeller
Thomas and Sharon Zeller
Tammy Jo and Dennis Zingmark
Michael Zolnowsky
Balinda Zwak

Contributors - ($50.00 + )
A Better Campaign, LLC
Wayne and Sharon Akland
Melissa Altfillisch
Susan Ambur
American Legion Butrick #89
Helen Anderson
Julie Anderson
Sam Anderson
Anonymous (4)
Angeline Anthony
Randy and Misty Arends
Ronda Arends
Jennifer Bade
Anne Bahr
Bates Construction Company, Inc.
Taylor Bauder
Chris Bauer
Andrea and Joshua Bennett
Donald and Ruth Bennett
Maria Berens
Eileen C. Bergerson
Jon and Deb Beringer
James and Ardys Berven
Helen and Joe Bettendorf
Andrew Bloemendaal
Gene and Ann Blondheim
Margaret and Darwin Blume
Bon Homme Yankton Electric Assn.
Jerry and Jan Bork
Joel and Allyson Bork
Michael Boschker
Constituent Name

Kathy and Howard Bossen
Josephine Bottenhagen
Dustan Bourassa
Deborah Bowen
Dwane and Maxine Boxdorfer
Brandon Lutheran WELCA
Brandt, Solomon & Anderson, LLP
Bill and Becky Brennan
Todd L. Brink
Heidi and Chad Brown
Linda Brown
Brueggeman Insurance
Vanessa Bruno
Vera Bruno
Merlin and Sylvia Buchholz
Mark and June Buehner
Stephanie M. Busjahn
Lisa Busser
Jamie Cameron
Jim and Peg Carlson
Sarah Carnes
Jeffrey Carney
Kelly Carruth
Jolene Cavanaugh
Julie Chicoine
Mary Chicoine
Kenny Chouanard
Tammy Christensen
Jamey Clapp
Jessica Colbeck
Community Endowment of the SFACF
Terry and Patricia Comstock
MarDee Dahlin
Pam and Mark Dahm
Mary Dally
Dawson Construction
Derrick and Melissa Day
Steve and Diana De Kok
Jeremy DeCurtins
Lori M. Determan
Constituent Name

Richard and Paulette Deville
Chad Diamond
Linda and Duane Dick
Timothy and Amy Dockendorf
Bob and Margaret Doescher
Susan Dorland
Desirae C. Duggan
Melissa and Dan Durkee
Samantha Early
Sara Eastman
Eaton Corporation
Shayla and Paul Ebsen
Eide Bailly, LLP
Craig and Mary Ekeland
Kristin Ekstrum
Katherina Elledge
Engineered Truss Systems, Inc.
Linda Engraf
Jeff and Yvonne Erb
Ericsson Law Office, Prof, LLP
Rose Fedt
David and Linda Field
Steve Fink
Lillian Finn
Amber and Scott Finnesand
Casandra Fitzgerald
Catherine Flicek
Kevin and Sherry Flowers
Clifford and Peggy Foss
Tom and Elaine Fox
Doug Fratt
Friedens Reformed UCC Women's Guild
Robin Frost
May Gall
Rich and Mary Garry
Todd and Edna Garver
Kristina Gaul
Rob and Lisa Gauvin
Aubree Gehrels
General Mills Box Tops For Education
Constituent Name

Getting Well Chiropractic
Mark P. Gieske
Missy Gillespie
Teresa Goehring
Don and Judy Gohl
Dale Gorman
Tammy Grayson
Kari Green
Rob and Melissa Grewe
Katielynn Groenewald
Sheila and Tim Groenewold
Jared and Jean Gross
Jean Gross
Philip Gundvaldson
Larry and Suzi Gunia
Brenda and Douglas Haber
Judy Hagler
Cindy Haiar
Stephen Haider
Bob Hail
Seth Halling
Debbie Halouska
Kayla Hamilton
Frances Hammond
Tami Hannestad
Christine Hanson-Harder
Mark and Lisa Hardy
Dianne Harris
Jeremy and Katy Hartman
Jean Healy
Thadd and Linda Heberling
Richel Henkel
Michael J. Henningsen
Joelie Hicks
Nicole Higgins
Greg and Lisa Hinders
Genevieve Hojnacke
Lucas Holden
Mary Jo Holechek
Gloria and Tom Houle
Nola Immeke
Constituent Name

Interlakes Wireless
Thomas Ivey
Mary and David Jackson
Joyce K. Jacobs
Brian Jacobsen
Tara James
Nicole Jensen
JKB Enterprises, LLC
Rory and Mady Johannsen
Delores K. Johnson
Kevin and Marlene Johnson
Katie Juhnke
Annalesha Kalis
Karen and Scott Kalvig
Dr. Daniel and Kangley
Harold and Marian Kasowski
Kelly Keiser
Dr. Bruce W. Keppen
Matthew Ketterling
Kibble Equipment
Emily Kinches
Kingsbury Electric
Tim and Jane Kinsella
Judy and Mike Kirby
Nic and Jerica Knapp
Jackie and Craig Knowlton
Amalia Koehler
Roxanne Kohlmeyer
Bill and Carol Kollis
Tina Konz
Brandi and Dave Kowalczyk
Thomas and Rosanne Krier
Glen and Linda Kruger
Kundert & Williams Insurance
Jewell Laible
Lake City WELCA
Rob Lampkin
Rosemary Lang
Christopher Lather
Barbara and Kent Lethcoe
Constituent Name

Danielle London
Gina Long
Art Lopez
Janet Lord
Steve and Brenda Lorenz
Patricia Lovro
Austin Lueck
Karen Lundquist
Megan Maas-Trefz
Madison Family Dental, LLC
Madison Realty, Inc.
Jo Manion
Michael Mann
Carol Manning
Shenandoa Manning
Alyson May
Lori McCardle
Michael and Jeanne McDearmon
Bruce McIntire
Brian L. McManus
Hillary McQuade
John and Deborah Menning
Jean and Alvin Mescher
Allyson Messerschmidt
Bart and Kathleen Metzger
Miedema Chiropractic, Inc.
Milbank House Movers, Inc.
Connie Miller
Dyann and Craig Miller
Kathleen Miller
Rhonda Miller
Thomas and Teresa Miller
John Mills
Diana Mogck
Miles and Beverly Mondt
Sharon and Tom Moran
Lynn Mulder
Donald and Barbara Mullaney
Thomas and Kathie Mulroy
Mustang Seeds, Inc.
Wade Myrabo
Constituent Name

Laura Nation
Roger and Debra Nearman
Denise Nehmer
Amanda Nelson
Donna Nelson
Gayle V. Nelson, DDS
Lynn Nelson
Randall and Marcia Nelson
Roberta Nesheim
Martin and Sandy Nielsen
Laura Nixon
Jared Noem
Lance Nogelmeier
James and Susan Norberg
Emilie Norton
Donna Nowell
Adam Nyhaug
Doris O'Dea
Nathan and Amber Oines
Trisha Ollerich
Roy and JoAnn Olsen
Brian and Ruth Olson
Carol and Kenneth Olson
Carrol and June Olson
Dana Olson
Jackie Olson
Joan and Gary Olson
Paul and La Verne Olson
Paul and Ann Olson
One Stop
Courtney Opbroek
Paul Ortman
Jennifer Osendorf
Christine and Mark Osthus
Darrel and Sharon Otten
Our Redeemer WELCA
Angie Parizek
Park Center Dental Care
Al and Janine Parliament
Pawn Shop/ Surplus Store
Constituent Name

Marge Perry
Kilee Peterson
Scott and Denise Peterson
Cynthia Phillips
Carmen Pionk
Kristi Piper
Kathy Pollard
Bernard Poppenga
Connie Post
Heather Quaid
Rachel Quintanilla
Janice Radach
Joey Ramsey
Amanda Rand
Iris Rasmussen
Gregory and Carolyn Rediger
Tom and Kaye Reecy
Anthony Reese
Reformed Church Ladies Aid
Vicky Reindl
Linda S. Reurink
Edwin and Vonny Revell
Art Rezac
Fran Rice
Coralie and Brendyn Richards
Stacey Riedel
Heather Rieger
Riggin Flight Service
Darrell Rippy
Terry and Laura Rist
Gerad Robertson
Mary Jane Rodemeyer
Ian and Amanda Rombough
Denise A. Rotert
Kate Roth
Luke Rouns
Louise and Flip Rouse
Dee Roy and Jason Swindler
Terry and Lynn Ryan
Sanford Children's Child Life Program
Michelle Schilling
Constituent Name

Allen and Janice Schmuck
Rose Schneider
Amy Schock
Alan Schroeder
Milton and Louella Schuldt
Donald and Vernetta Schulz
Donald and Patricia Schurdevin
Schwader Tax Service
Harriet and Donald Scott
Lee Scott
Sierra Scott
Julie Sebring
Keith and Stacy Seigfred
Seven, Inc.
Shalom Lutheran Church
Kenny and Kris Sieverding
Signature Realty Group, LLC
Michelle and John Sinning
Terry and Kristen Smart
Dawn Sorenson
Deborah Sparks
Kathryn Spellmeyer
Kerry Stager
Sarah Stanton
Samantha Steffensmeier
Mark Steinborn
Stephen And Laura Baete Trust
Ann and Tom Sterrett
David Stertz
Sara Stevens
O. Jeanne Stoneking
Kathy and Mike Storhaug
Laura Streff and Neil Wenande
Michael and Judy Strom
Jim Stumbo
Natalie Sturm
Mark and Kathy Sundvold
Kim and Cheryl Suter
Mike Swafford
Sue and Jeff Sylliaasen
Constituent Name
Tailgators Sports Bar and Grill
Raymond Thacher, Jr.
Julie Thompson
Steven and Coralette Thompson
Becky and Eric Tilberg
Jan and Gary Tollefson
Traverse Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Carolyn and Wayne Tucker
Twin Lakes Animal Clinic
Jeff D. Ulvestad
United Methodist Women
Jeanie Utley
Shannon Utterback
Kathy Van Der Bill
Ann and John Van Stedum
Peri Van Tassel
Tom and Crystal Van Wyhe
Tom and Jody Vande Weerd
Linda Vanderzalm
Ed and Becky VanDyke
Rick VanOverbeke
Sally Vickery
Evonne Vilhauer
Jen L. Vis
Lee Vlaminck
Galen and Patty Vollink
Ashley Vollmar
Christopher Volzke
Karen and Brad Wallenberg
Robert and Kay Watkins
We Care Dental
Weber Abstract Co., Inc.
Genevieve and Thomas Welk
Eric Westra
WFLA Lodge
Dan and Diane Wheeler
Robert and Kaye Whitmore
Reginal and Marli Wiese
Sunshine Williams
Stacy and Brett Williamson
Eric Wolfe
Constituent Name

Daniel and Debra Workman
Tom and Margaret Wuggazer
Kevin and Denise Wynne
Kourtny Young
Tricia A. Young
Deb Ziemke

Friends - ($0.01 + )
Donald and Sarah Abbas
Sanford Ader
LaToya and Jared Ageson
Maryam Ahmadihayati
Pat Albrecht
Ken and Donna Alden

Robert Allen
Roberta S. Ambur
American Legion Auxiliary #12
American Legion Auxiliary #179
Becca Anderson
Gerald and Tamera Anderson
Julie Anderson
Logan Anderson
Marcia Anderson
Maria and Chris Anderson
Norma Anderson
Patty and Mark Anderson
Ryan Anderson
Thomas and Carol Anderson
Anonymous (3)
Dawn Auble
Loren and Kaye Auch
Richard and Elizabeth Avery
Peggy Bader
Darlene Bailey
David and Andrea Baillie
Byron and Nancy Bain
Jean Bakke
Donita and Steve Balogh
Shawn Barnett
Nicole and Jeffrey Bartscher
Constituent Name

Patrick and Matha Baxter
Susan Bay
Merl Bechen
Charlie and Donna Beck
Melissa Beckstrom
Susan and Marlyn Beebe
Steve Beeck
Loretta Beldin
Corinne Belen
Roberta Bennett
Dorothy Berg
Dan and Liz Bergstrom
Sara Berte
Bessman Auction and Clerking Service, LLC
Nedra Bettelyoun
Susan and Rory Bjornebo
Blaze Pizza
Lori Bly
Douglas and Lisa Boer
Bonilla Presbyterian Women
Harm and Carol Boomgaarden
Colin and Lisa Bossman
Eric and Roberta Boyda
Roger and Karen Braaten
Donald E. Bradley
Donald and Gwen Branson
Shon and Sandie Braun
Rick Breit
Dennis Bremmon
Janice Bren
Kenny Brewer
Thomas Brinker
Lori Brosz
Travis and Robyn Brothers
Cathryn Brown
Amber Bryant
Ava Buchheim
Barbara and Jeffrey Buettner
Debra Bukrey
Lori Bunjer
Joe and Linda Bunkers
Constituent Name

Ryan Burger
Paul Burns
Chad Callies
Michael Castle
Bonnie and Frank Cech
Tyson and Katie Cerkowniak
Ashley Charette
Christy and Mike Chitwood
Kelly Christoffer
Dorene Cink
Allen Clayton
Kenneth and Erica Clements
Joan Cleveland
Ricky Collins
Alissa Colshan
Jenn Colter
Carla J. Covrig
Barry Cravens
Sharon Crider
Paxton Crissey
Dennis and Susan Cromwell
Kathryn Culhane
Diane Dahl
Geraldine Dains
Matt and Julie Dally
David and Connie Daniel
Deron Darvial
Charles and Sherry Davis
Steve Davis
Robert and Fern Decker
Jennifer DeJong
Sandra Demers
Leslie Determan
Bernie and Rose Marie DeWald
Jennifer Diaz Vallellanes
Amy Dierks
Mandy Dierks
Katie Diez
Carol Dingman
Constituent Name

Catherine Doble
Julie Donaldson
Kurt and Jill Donelan
James and Marilyn Donnelly
Roberta Donovan
Leah Doom
Gordon Doyle
Emily Druley
Kenneth and Joanne Duden
Sandy DuFrain
Kimberly Duke
Andrea Duncan
Julie Duncan
Dale Dunham
Cherilyn Dykstra
Stephen and Megan Eager
Connie Eberts
John and Shirley Ebsen
Rita and Jim Edwards
Margaret and Myron Eich
Jerry and Jayne Eichacker
Susan and Daryl Eichacker
Ranney Erickson
Jacie Essink
Trey Etrheim
Andrea Facile
Mary Farley
Steven F. Farley
Cheryl Feikema
Nick Ferrara
Ronald and Mary Feterl
Nicole Fincher
Justin and Lisa Fink
Paulette Fischer
Sheena Fischer
Gary and Barb Fish
Erica Fitzhugh
Mervin Fjerestad
Flandreau High School Class of 1973
Nicole Fluth
Constituent Name

Brenda Fods
Steven and Linda Ford
Garry and Brenda Forseth
James and Linda Fossum
Crystal Foster
Jessica Foster
Penny Foster
Ronae Foster and Todd O'Toole
Darla Frederick
Marie Frey
Jennifer Friederich
Gregory Fritza
Currin and Kathryn Frost
Tyler and Sarah Frost
Tamra Fry
Kathryn Furrey
Delores Gabriel
Josh Garner
Kylie Garness
Adam Geffre
Jerome and LaVonne Geraets
Aimee and Andrew Gilbert
Melvin Gilberts
Michaela Glaubitz
Sara Goertz
Desiree Gohr
Crystal Gonzalez
Barb Goodfellow
James Gouldin
Rick and Sonja Gourley
Steve Grace
Randy and Shelly Grant
Julie Ann Graves
Great Plains Street Rodders
Grenville American Legion Post
Pat Grieben
Dustin and Groen
Karen Groeneveld
Sarah Groskopf
Ida Gross
Jennifer Gross
Constituent Name

Jason Grussing
GSN Insurance, LLC
James Gude
Brent Guess
Courtney Gusso
Emily Hage
Vonda Hagen
Dave and Jana Haglund
Beverly Halbritter
Melanie Hall
Bret Halle
Beverly Hallstrom
Connor Hansen
Bethany Hansmeier
Bethany Hanson
Bruce and Lori Lea Hanson
Brenda Hanssen
Jim Harnden
Donald Harris
Duane and Becky Hatch
Dave Hauck
Jerry and Helen Haverly
Dale and Leah Hawe
Marcie Heberling
Julie A. Heeren
Wayne and Mary Hefner
Theresa and Troy Helfenstein
Alexandra Helvin
Cindy Helwig
Lori and John Hendon
Megan Hendrickson
Steven Henrie
Cynthea Herreid and Robert Nichols
Laura Herrlein
Roger Hettinger
Heather and Andrew Hewitt
Cindy and Don Hiltgen
Linda Himmel-Roberts
Dennis Hinders
Brooke Hirsch
Constituent Name

Alice A. Hodgson
Taylor Hoeke
Marlene and Ruben Hofer
Darcy Hoff
Heathe Hojem
Diana Holden
Susan Holler
Greg and Jill Hollister
Jeanette Holtz
Jaden Holzer
Patricia Homandberg-Lynott
Mary Huisman
Debra Hup
Linda and Phillip Husher
Cary and Dennis Husman
Bette and Daniel Huss
Michelle Huver
Shaelyn Ihnen
Frances Ingalls
Emily Iwan
Daryl and Debra Jacobsma
Connie and Chad Jansma
Jill and Dale Jansma
Jodi Jensen
Wanda Jensen
Heidi and Ted Jerke
John Jewett
Marlin Johansen
David and Janet Johnson
Jessica Johnson
Jim and Sara Johnson
Kim Johnson
Marcella J. Johnson
Sandra and Lyle Johnson
Johnson-Peterson Auxiliary
Penny Johnston
Paula Jones
Cindy Jorgensen
Jeanette Juffer
Jeanette and Michael Justice
Constituent Name

Erin Kaiser
Andra and Larry Kallhoff
Arlene Kampshoff
Kappenman Farms
Larry and Jacqueline Kasten
Lois Kehr
Joley and Tom Keller
Tania Kennedy
Eugene Kerchenko
Andrea Kimball
Jenna King
Keith and Liz Kirkebak
David V. Klein
Richard and Delores Klein
Robert D. Klingbile
Tyler Klug
LeRoy and Betty Kluin
Mary and Gary Knewtson
Otis and Helen Knutson
Rachel Knutson
Jackie and David Kocak
Amy and Justin Koch
Royal and Coleta Koch
Frank Koens, Jr.
Brian Kogel
Shelly Kolbeck
Patty Konrad
George and Lari Kooi
Kathryn M. Kortlever

Katherine Kramer
Roger Kranz
Laura Krieser
Jessica Kroger
Michelle Krueger
Wyatt Kruger
Kim and Brenda Krull
Patricia Krull
Jerry and Kari Krumwiede
Melanie Kruse
Julie Kueter
Thomas and Linda Kuhnert
Constituent Name

Mary Kuhns
Jolene Kujawa
Edith Lacaze
Jordan Lamb
Julie and Paul Lambert
Tim Landreth
Cory and Julie Langerock
Keith Lapour
Dennis and Sheila Larson
Jennifer and Scott Lee
Steven and Rebecca Lee
Larry Leeds
Christy Leichtnam
Gerald and Marialyce Lenocker
Dan and Amy Leuthold
April Lewis
Sandy and Craig Lickteig
April Lindwurm
Jennifer Lines
Jodi Loe
Carlos and Clara Lopez
Ken L. Louie
Jack Lovett
Call and Betty Luebke
Tim and Jennifer Luscombe
Lisa Lyle
Morgan Mahanke
Jarry Maliske
Patti Manthorne
Terri Marinaro
Barbara Marsh
James and Renee Marsh
Robert and Norma Martin
Bruce Martinson
Rev. Chet and Carol Mason
Rebekah Matson
Donna and Ron Mau
Laura May
Darryn Maynard
Tim and Jamie McCarthy
Constituent Name
Pam and Randy Mckenney
Miranda McKenzie
Phyllis McMartin
Jeff and Tonia Meadows
Betty Medema
Reginald Mentele
Sherry Merkwan
Danielle and Brian Meyer
Marissa Meyer
Kelly Middlebrooks
Kristy Miller
Larry and Mary Miller
Minnehaha Master Gardeners
Brandan Moe
Ellyn Monzo
Barb and Michael Morgan
Brian Morgan
Frank and Darlene Moss
Dennis Naasz
Denise Nachtigal
Elaine and Robert Neid
Curt and Angela Neises
Sue Nelsen
Curtis and Mary Ann Nelson
James and Teresa Neuman
Mark and Lynn Nicolai
Amy Niebuhr
Mary and Harley Noem
Aaron Nordell
Tracy Nordell
Steve Norfolk
Nikki Novak
Megan Nuchols
Paula Nurnberg
Kevin and Linda Nyberg
Amanda Nyhaug
Larry Nysveen
Cynthia Obe
Douglas and Sharon O'Connell
Diane Odens
Lyle and Stacy Olesen
Constituent Name

Cathy Olinger
Damon Olson
Geri Olson
Kacie Olson
Roberta Olson
Sarah and Larry Olson
Travis and Lori Olson
Matt Opdahl
Betty J. Ordal
Debra and Barry Palmer
Richard and Janice Palmer
Cady Paris
Sarah Parks
Carol Parry
Jeff and Martha Patzlaff
Sheila Pederson
Christine Pereira
Cheryl Peritz-Buchkoski and Jerome Buchkoski
Trichelle Petermann
James and Ann Peterson
Sara Peterson
Jaime Pierce
Jenna Pierce
Harriet and Harlan Pietz
Darcy Pionk
Aimee and Phillip Podhradsky
Edwin and Wilmina Poppens
Mary Ann Poppinga
Susan Porter
Chad T. Powell
Cathy and Chris Qualm
Christina and Travis Raap
Sarah Radke
Fred Raiche
Gary and Jan Rames
Virginia Ramsey
Valerie Rasmussen
Daniel Rathe
Arlan and Sharon Redepenning
Cheryl Rediger
Verna Reiners
Constituent Name

Marjorie Remacle-Taylor
Stacy Rennich
Maria Teresa Reyes
James and Merlynn Rezek
Sam Richardson
Kimberly Richardt
Brianna Richarz
Megan Rieck
Akicia and Blake Riedinger
Daniel and Nicole Rinehart
Todd and Jane Rodig
Jenna Roelofs
Emily Rohmiller
Jane Rokusek
Rex and Margie Rolfing
Lottie Rollag
Linda and James Roth
Leann and Robert Rovang
Matt Rowe
Robynn and Dan Roy
Rochelle Rudebusch
Rose A. Ruhland
David Rumbolz
Harold and Lois Russell
Jackie Rust
Amy Ryker-Eidem
John and Verna Sagmoe
Robert and Christine Sahr
Lexys Sandman
Geraldine and Jerroll Saner
Rocky Sannizzaro
Jeri Sberal
Jeremy Schaefer
Michelle Schaefer
Paul and Marsha Schaefer
Sandy Schaefer
Tyler Schaeffer
Chad Schelhaas
Don and Marlys Scherschligt
Darlene Schieffer
Constituent Name

Chassity Schiesser
Kaylee Schirado
Isaac Schmeling
Nancy Schmidt
Linda Schoenfish
Emily Schofield
Jeff Scholten
Dorothy Schooley
Roger and Elene Schrepel
Matt Schulte
Lorie Schulz
Leanne and James Schumacher
Tyler Schwebach
Lori Seager
Noel Sechser
Michael J. Seiler
Nicole Seitz
James W. Sellers
Susan Severson
A. Abdul Shafi
Ebony Shephard
Brian Sibson
Casey and Annette Sichmeller
Gary and Karen Sieber
Jane Simons
Simply Ever After Entertainment
Bethany Siwek
Jacob and Carrie Slaathaug
Richard Slack
Alysia Sly
Clement Smith
Gloria Smith
Rachel Smith
Sharon and Jay Smith
Dan and Rhona Snyder
Ramona M. Soehl
Allegra Sorenson
Cecilia and James Soucy
A. Bradley and Jennifer Soule
Dawn Soulek
Jillian Spurgeon
Constituent Name

Paul and Kathleen Staebell
Sharlyse Stanley
Charles and Brigitte Staudenmaier
Lynne and Ken Steele
Julie A. Steenhoven
Travis and Melissa Steever
Susan Steffke
Steve and Lisa Steinhause
Wayne and Janet Stoffers
Deborah and Kevin Stokes
Elizabeth Stoks
Matthew and Kelsey Stone
Jaime Stratman
Joyce and Steven Strom
Sandra D. Strong
Nicole Sutherland
Target Corporation
Harold Thaden
Robert Thaler
Kristen Thoelke
Kylie Thomas
Steve and Carrie Thompson
Stacy Thorstenson
Gregg and Jenny Tiehen
Sheryl Tieszen
Darlene Tillman
Charles and Karon Tiltrum
Jerome Timmer
Bunny and Dave Timpe
TJN Enterprises
Julie and Josh Tommerraus
Julie Torgerson
Michelle P. Treasure
Jenna Trefz
Tri State Water
James and Ginger Trumbull
Constituent Name

Marian Tucker
Tresa Turner
Jeffery Tveit
Sherrian Uhrig
Herb and Grace Ulrikson
Melissa and Jim Van Holland
Leah Van Tol
Todd and Julie Van Tol
Judy Van Voorst
Heidi and Todd Vande Kop
Erik VanWyk
Gary and Denise VanZee
Myrna Vasta
Steve Veltri
Margaret Verhey
Carrie L. Vermeer
Sharon Verville
Ronald and Carol Viet
Larry Vis
Mark and Sherril Vondra
Sara Waddell
Brett Wagner
Brittany Waldal
Shannon Walker
Phoebe Wallace
Deborah Watley
Erin Watt
Connie and Randy Weber
Chase Weeden
Rachel Weeldreyer
Duane and Linda Wegman
Dave and Roxy Weidenbach
Allan Weinacht
Carol and Lloyd Welbig
Jennifer and Charles Welch
Eugene Wentzel
Autumn Wenzel
Rolland Westra
Brady Wiebe
Gary and Jill Wiesner
Tamara Wilbur
Kristen Wilen
Ashley L. Willman
Cathy Wilson
Cheryl Wilson
Joseph and Molly Wilson
Stephan and Tavia Wilson
Ronald and Elaine Winkel
April Winstead
Dean and Evelyn Winther
Brooke Wipf
Kali Wipf
Brad and Cindy Witt
Joyce Witt
Women Of Bethany
Wonder Workers Ext. Club
Sandy Wood
Christina and Wayne Woodard
Jan Woodruff
Donald Woolworth
Duane and Dorothy Wrage
Sandra Wuest
Keith and Julie Yarrow
Brenda York
Kimberly York
Sharon York
Donald Young
JJ Zacher
Brent Zell
Tom and Carol Zingler
Kathy Zornig
Victoria Zuhlsdorf